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Mr Cooper

States:-

. I ~ears of age.

1.

My full name is MrCooper

2.

I make this statement in the belief that the information I provide to the police
cannot be used against me in any future court proceedings.
Preston came about as I needed access to

My association with

3.

someone who had a lathe and welding equipment, in order to make machinery to
aid me with the manufacture of amphetamines. I was introduced t - then
who own the premises. I don't know-ast name. I was

late

introduced to them by

the name o f - This

happened around the time of the Newlands Road laboratory in 2004. I had asked
Danny if he knew anyone with a lathe.

4.

•

shop at the rear of the premises. It's

and

c a l l e d - i used the lathe on several occasions and I paid. money
each time I used it. When Horst died at the Newlands Road property I needed a
place to move my equipment and chemicals. -

was aware that I was

manufacturing drugs at Newlands Road.

5.

-

assisted me moving the chemicals and equipment from Newlands Road to

the rear of

When we moved to - a n d - s p o k e to

I borrowed Danny Kettyle's ute to move this equipment. Afte~
and I unloaded the equipment into a back room of the factory, I left and
returned the ute to Danny Kettyle. I picked up my own car and returned to the
-

address. On my return
told me that he had spoken t

an~pproached

me and

ho had agreed to allow me to

continue my illicit activities at this location.
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6.

I spoke t

as I had already struck a deal w i t h - to pay him $60,000.00

per cook to assist me and to train him.

would get paid first, even before I

would get paid. I paid him cash, always in the garage o~ house or at
High Street. I would so~d - u t before I would get paid anything. I

would always pa

7.

The deal

t the factory, always in cash.

wit9as that I would pay him $20,000.00 per 10 litre ketone cook.

as more than happy with this. He provided me with a backyard gate key
and a roller door key on this day.

8.

This factory premises was split up into three sections the front being a closed
-

shop which was up for lease. The middle section was a studio which was

w~lived on his return
from - w h o I met later in my relationship wi~idn't mee
or

the living area with couches and beds, and such

a year later.

9.

The rear of the shop was the actual work shop and storage facility which I utilised
for my own purposes.

The work shop is fitted out with most of modern

technology which enabled me make and repair almost anything.

On several

occasions I would restore vacuum pumps and replace seals and bearings as they
have a tendency to break down frequently. All of the tools and machinery in the
part of his-business. •s rarely at the shop
as he is mostly

at various locations around town. He knew of

my situation having been charged previously with drug manufacturing offences.

I 0.

Shortly after moving from N ewlands Road, Milad told me that he had obtained
the right ketone. This made me eager to continue with the manufacturing process.
About a week after moving in I came and gave. $20,000.00 in advance for
the first cook. I had with me I 0 litres of ketone I had picked up from Milads
house. I a s k - f I could start immediately and he replied that I could. After
this I would always pa

t the factory in cash after each cook.
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11.

-

came later that afternoon and helped me set up. The rear of the

factory had three small rooms, one was a laundry/toilet area including a shower,
the second was a small kitchen area with a stainless steel sink and the third was
the storage area. I would remove all my equipment from the storage room and set
my 20 litre reaction vessel. The main manufacturing procedure would take place
in this storage room, the kitchen area was used for vacuum distillations and the
laundry/toilet area was used for crystallisation as well as vacuum filtration.

12.

I had ongoing
commitments to me,

mwould never stick around to learn the manufacturing process.
He would help set up and he would help clean up.

13.

My relationship

wi~ew the more time I spent at his factory. We became

friends and he would ask me questions about the manufacturing process. He was
happy with our arrangement the more he would see of me the more money he
knew he was going to get.

14.

My movements to the premises were at my own discretion. At times I would role
up and.would already be there. Most times I would let myself in having the
key. Phone calls between us never happened as I never gave him my number.
There were times I called him as I had one of his business cards.

15.

There were no drums or containers of chemicals displayed, they were all in boxes,
so as not to raise suspicion to anyone attending the factory.

17.

I used this premises at

Preston, as my manufacturing site from

November 2004 to April 2006. Between that time I turned approximately 10 to
Mr Cooper
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20 litres of ketone, every two to three weeks. I believe I probably turned between
220 to 260 litres of ketone into amphetamine during that time. All this ketone
came from Milad or Horty Mokbel.
18.

For each of the manufacturing processes that I did at

I would be

contacted by either Milad or Horty Mokbel to meet them at the Grove Coffee
shop, to collect ketone. The majority of the time I would deal with Milad. It
would always be 1O litres or more of ketone. I would go to the coffee shop and
we would arrange a time and place for the delivery of the ketone. It would be
picked up by either -

or myself. I would pick the chems up from

Milad's house, -wouldn't go because he thought it was too much of a risk,
or either
-

~ould pick them up from Horty's place. Horty's house in
Preston was only about

my preference because Horty's house was

This was
On some

occasions with my previous discussions with Milad at the coffee shop I would tell
him where I was working with m~works and he would drive past those
locations bring some coffee and hand over the chemicals. Whenever I received
chemicals from Milad we would discuss the time it would take it for me to
manufacture it into amphetamine.

19.

Milad was the main organiser for these cooks and chemical deliveries even if I
picked the chemicals up from Horty. Horty kept the chemicals in a shed in his
back yard. I would !mock on his door and he would tell me what tins they were
in. I would then back my car into his driveway and load the chemicals. On some
occasions I would see Horty at the coffee shop and he would tell me that he had
chems in the shed and for me to go and pick them up. On these occasions I
collected the chemicals without Horty even being present. When I sent Danny
Taxis to pick up the chemicals he would speak to Horty as well. When I picked
them up from Milad the chems were normally kept in the garage.
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20.

In relation to all these manufacturing processes the split was normally 60/40

between Milad and myself. Later it became 70/30.
21.

A normal cooking process was 10 litres of ketone which would produce 12 to 13
kilograms of amphetamine.

Initially Milad would supply the ketone, the

methylamine and the Mercury Chloride. Milad would wear the cost of the ketone
and this is why he received the larger percentage. The cost of the methylamine
and Mercury Chloride were shared between us. Milad was also supplying me
with all the glassware until I was desperate enough to go back to Heiner at Preston which occUITed in February or March 2006. Until then I was
solely sourcing my glassware from Milad. During this time Milad had told me
that his supplier of chemicals and glassware was a guy named Dennis.
22.

The manufacturing process of ketone to amphetamine would take anywhere from
two to three days. Once it was complete I would bag the product, 12 to 13
kilograms would make about 26 to 30 pounds. Milad was of the impression that
10 kilograms of k~tone would only make 10 kilograms, or 22 pounds of gear.
When my deal with Milad was 60/40 I would supply him with all the 22 pounds.
I would keep the remaining few pounds for myself without Milad's knowledge.
Milad was initially paying me $32,000.00 a pound but over the period that I was
operating out of High Street this would increase to $45,000.00. On the majority
of times I would deliver the product to Milads house, always wrapped as a gift,
and he would pay me over the following couple of weeks. This was in dribs and
drabs, bit by bit. Milad would make all these deductions from my payment,
deductions for the amine, deductions for the glassware etc. Milad should have
paid me between $200,000 to $300,000 for each cook. This normally worked out
to about $200,000 after he took away all his deductions. From this I had to pay
$20,000.00 and $60,000.00 t o - l e a v i n g about $120,000.00. In
addition to this I had my remaining product of about 4 to 8 pounds. This I would
sell to Horty for $40,000.00 a pound. I would give the whole 4 to 8 pounds to
Horty and he would pay me in dribs and drabs. Horty would pay me in pound
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lots, $40,000.00 at a time and he would normally pay me the full amount within
14 days.
23.

Sometime early 2005 Milad told me that the price of the ketone had increased and
as a consequence had changed the split to 70/30. Milad told me that Dennis had
finished the last batch of ketone and he had to get some more. The price had gone
up therefore the split had altered to 70/30. This, to my knowledge was lies as
Milad was convinced that I was getting more than a thousand grams per litre of
ketone and he was using this to get what he thought his share was. As a result, all
subsequent deliveries of product to Milad I received less cash. I ended up getting
only about $100,000.00 per 10 litre ketone cook. In addition, I started suppling
Horty with more product. I would complete a cook, take out a kilogram of gear
and substitute with a kilogram of cutting agent, which was normally sorbitol. The
sorbitol I would buy f r o m - The sorbitol would be included in the 22
pound bags that Milad and I were sharing. I would add the extra kilogram to the
extra 2 to 3 kilograms from the cook. This would make 3 to 4 kilograms for me
which I continued t~ sell to Horty. Out of the 22 pounds for Milad I would deduct
my share, which was often only 3 pounds ($120,000.00 at $40,000.00 a pound)
and I would sell these to Horty as well.

24.

This process continued every two to three weeks for the remainder of 2005 and
early 2006 until I moved to Strathmore.

25.
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26.

27.

During this time at

around November 2005, I moved some of my

glassware and equipment to another location. Initially this equipment was stored
in a container at Danny Kettyle's place and was then moved to a house in -Coburg. I did a cook at this location after Danny Kettyle had tried,
unsuccessfully to do a cook himsel£ I will detail this further in another statement.
After this cooking process all the equipment and chemicals were returned to the
High Street address via Danny Kettyles container. Danny Kettyle assisted with

moving this equipment.

28.

Over the following_two weeks I had discussions with Danny Kettyle. He told me
that he had not been paid by Milad for any of his work at -

and that he

would like to learn from me how to manufacture amphetamine. He wanted to be
Danny told me that he and Milad had spoken
the manufacture of
amphetamine. I could be paid a percentage of this if I trained Danny. This would
be I 0%. Danny also told me he would prefer to be paid by me for his assistance

in learning as he felt he could trust me to pay him more than Milad. I agreed to
this.

29.

Danny and I started a manufacturing process of 10 litres of ketone at .High
Street Preston.

It was between 15 and 30 November 2005.

Danny and I

manufactured for the following two days. Danny Kettyle has an illness where he
is unable to use his hands to grip things, which slowed the whole process down.
This gave me more time to explain to him the manufacturing procedure and he
Mr Cooper
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assisted me on almost every reaction, however I still felt he wasn't capable. With
most of the reactions I did most of the work that was required, as whenever I got
Danny to do things, he would spill things. I showed Danny only 80% of the
manufacturing process, less the final stages as he had to leave because he was
fighting with his partner. This is the only cook Danny Kettyle ever assisted me
with.
30.

I completed this cook myself which I supplied to Milad. Later that day I sold one
elbow to Milad, and was paid $35,000.00. The next day I paid Danny Kettyle
$35,000.00.

31.

Around Christmas 2005 I had a falling out with

I have gone into

more detail about this in another statement. The long and the short of it was that I
lost a person that was helping me with the manufacturing process. I approached
Frank and Steve to assist. They were both initially a little bit reluctant but with
my persistence they agreed.

32.

In 2006 I started receiving phenyl acetic acid from -

I will make a

further statement in relation to this. Now that I had phenyl I was able to make my
own ketone and not be reliant on the Mokbels. I also started dealing with Savas
Pastras around this time in relation to turning MDP2P. Manufacturing ketone is a
lot more dangerous than making amphetamine from ketone. As a consequence I
would not let this ketone manufacturing process occur without anybody baby
sitting it.

33.
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On occasions I got each of them to buy me Acetone from

Paintmobile or other similar stores or Hunnings Warehouse. They would also get
me things like duct tape and aluminium foil and hoses. On several occasions I got
Steve to get me food during the cooking process.

34.

When I had to go out I would instruct one of them to look after the reaction. I had
phenyl acetic acid, sodium acetate and acetic anhydride reacting under heat in a
20 litre reaction vessel in a 90 litre stainless steel pot. This also had a 1 meter
ludvick condenser and reacting under atmospheric pressure. These cooks took
between 18 to 20 hours. On two occasions I needed to contact people concerning
the purchase of the completed product.
occasion,

I had Steve look after this on one
I instructed them to monitor the

temperature and make sure that it did not alter. I told them if the temperature
dropped to turn the knob to increase more gas, on the gas burner.

On each

occasion I left them between 8 to 10 hours. On my return they told me there were
no problems and they had spent their time watching DVDs.

35.

Frank only ever assisted me with the purchase of items for two cooks, and Steve
assisted me with purchasing items for two cooks before that.

did

not receive any money from the proceeds of t h e - cooks. I spent all of
these proceeds on more chemicals for the Strathmore lab. I would have given
some of the proceeds from that cook to Frank and Steve, but we never discussed
amounts.

36.

During my time at - s o assisted me by rolling aluminium balls.
He did this for about 8 cooks. On each cook I used to give him $1,000.00 to roll
the balls. It would take him about 2 days to roll the balls, which was a garbage
bag full.

37.

as in and out of the factory. He would assist me with washing up after
each of the cooks. He did not have any other involvement.
Mr Cooper
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38.

Two weeks prior to my arrest in Strathmore I was pressured by the upcoming plea
date and the various Mokbel situations (Tony Mokbel fleeing). I prepared and
completed an 18 hour cook of converting 10 kilograms of phenyl acetic acid into
7 litres of finished ketone.

39.

The smells that this created were the final straw

fomnd

he ordered me out.

The next week I'd noticed police in the area and agreed that this would be the best
thing to do, for me to move-ad also noticed police in the area.

40.

I then loaded a trailer and washed up various bits of glassware and packed them
all into boxes and placed them into the trailer. I washed down the premises as
best I could leaving the location as clean as I found it. This took several hours as
I had horded more equipment than I expected. All this equipment was placed in
the trailer then tarped up, tied down with extreme numbers of rope, not to allow
people to have a sneak-peak. This trailer was then moved off the premises until it
was later delivered

~o

the Strathmore laboratory. In the time between Preston and

Strathmore it laid dormant in Williamstown, at the rear of a friend's house named

41.

The trailer contained various pieces of glassware as well as all the things needed
in the manufacture of amphetamines, this included buckets, jugs, freezers, hoses
and precursor chemicals and various solvents.

All these items have now been

seized by police from the Strathmore lab including the trailer itself.

42.

The trailer was registered in the name of Dominic Zappone who lives a t .
Reservoir. At the time of the purchase of the trailer I resided
I purchased the trailer from

in

Settlement Road, Thomastown. Domenic drove me there with his four-wheel
drive as it had a tow bar to retrieve the trailer. I left my ID at home and the trailer
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was registered and purchased in Domenic's name. The trailer was registered to
Domenic, but was paid for and always owned by me.
Mr Cooper

Statement ~ any signature witnessed by
Me this
day of August 2006 at Melbourne.

C>

4---=-

Dale Flynn
Detective Sergeant 26168

I hereby acknowledge that this statement is true and correct and I make it in the belief
that a person making a false statement in the circumstances is liable to the penalties of
perjury.
Mr Cooper

Ac.knowledgem~

By me this

b

made and signature witnessed
Day of August 2006 at Melbourne.

Dale Flynn
Detective Sergeant 26168
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